
Extended Wellhead Assembly Cutaway

Model: 295-795E

DAC Worldwide’s Extended Wellhead Assembly Cutaway (295-795E) depicts the complete assembly of components
used in creating a wellhead, which are used in oil & gas production operations. The full-size, fully-detailed example
of a high-pressure wellhead assembly gives learners a first-hand view into a component that is found in oilfield
applications worldwide.

This basic mechanical cutaway includes a variety of sectioned components, such as casing head/starter head,
tubing head, tree bonnet adapter, adjustable choke, and gate-type block valve. Additional assembly components
include production casing hanger slips, wrap-around tubing hanger, as well as representative Xmas tree
components such as master valve, production tee, pressure gauge, and additional choke.

Practice Hands-On Electrical Skills for Various Applications

This Extended Wellhead Assembly Cutaway provides a realistic introduction to primary wellhead components, and
their fit-up. The common wellhead components are industrial-grade, mimicking what students might encounter on-
the-job in the petroleum industry.

The cutaway features a steel-welded, heavy-duty support stand with a specialized strategic viewing window. That
opening allows for full visibility of above-ground and sub-surface components, all while stabilizing the complete
assembly. Hi-capacity locking casters are also provided for mobility.

Expand Training with Additional Mechanical Model Options

The Extended Wellhead Assembly Cutaway is only one of DAC Worldwide’s expansive mechanical training
cutaways, including the BOP Cutaway (#295-716), the Surface Safety Valve (SSC) Cutaway – Pneumatic-Type
(#295-719P), the Oilfield Pressure Gauge Cutaway (#295-721), and more!



FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS Important Product Note: Photographs are representative and for reference
only. Product appearance and dimensions may vary based upon component manufacturer and availability. Any
product dimensions given, such as size and weight, are approximate and for directional use only. For the most
accurate shipping dimensions and weights, please contact the manufacturer.

Full-size steel construction throughout (all actual production components)

Common wellhead components by well-known manufacturers selected for petroleum industry relevance

Sectioning a all primary wellhead components (30-45 degrees approximately, removed)

Powder-coating and/or painting using a high-durability enamel coating throughout

Welded tubular steel and steel plate support stand, allowing for full visibility of above-ground and sub-
surface components

Four (4) high-capacity locking casters

All hardware retained throughout

Crating for shipment sea freight, or motor freight

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

Product Dimensions
(L x W x H) 40in x 57in x 102in (1000 x 1450 x 2600 mm)

Shipping Dimensions
(L x W x H) (1) 59in x 45in x 82in (1500 x 1150 x 2100 mm), (1) 46in x 57in x 102in (1000 x 1450 x 2600
mm)

DISCLAIMER: Product Dimensions are approximate. Shipping Dimensions and Weights are for directional use only
and may change based on manufacturer variables. For the most accurate Shipping Dimensions and Weights,
please contact the manufacturer.

ACCESSORIES

Exploded-view technical illustration with component parts list

Loose sample tubing head lock screw assembly

Address

DAC Worldwide
601 Heron Drive
Swedesboro, NJ 08085

Contacts

email: contact@dacworldwide.com
phone: (800) 662 5877


